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ABSTRACT

The Silicon Pore Optics (SPO) technology has been established as a new type of X-ray optics enabling future X-ray observatories such as Athena and ARCUS. SPO is being developed at cosine together with the European Space Agency (ESA) and academic as well as industrial partners. The SPO modules are lightweight, yet stiff, high-resolution X-ray optics, allowing missions to reach a large effective area of several square meters. These properties of the optics are mainly linked to the mirror plates consisting of mono-crystalline silicon. Silicon is rigid, has a relatively low density, a very good thermal conductivity and excellent surface finish, both in terms of figure and surface roughness. For Athena, a large number of mirror plates are required, around 150,000 for the qualification model (QM) and flight model (FM) configurations. With the technology spin-in from the semiconductor industry, mass production processes can be employed to manufacture rectangular shaped SPO mirror plates in high quality, large quantity and at low cost. Within the last few years, several aspects of the SPO mirror plates have been reviewed and undergone further developments in terms of effective area, intrinsic behavior of the mirror plates and mass production capability. In view of flight model production, a second plate supplier has been added in addition to the first plate supplier. The paper provides an overview of the most recent plate design, metrology and production developments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report details the current development status in the manufacturing of silicon mirror plates for the manufacture of Silicon Pore Optics (SPO) stacks [9, 11-17]. The plate manufacturing process begins with double-sided polished 300 mm wafers, and ends with diced, ribbed, wedged, and coated SPO plates which can be subsequently stacked to form an optical unit [1, 2]. SPO stacks are currently fabricated using a combination of established semiconductor fabrication techniques and novel fabrication techniques specifically designed for ESA’s Athena mission and NASA’s ARCUS candidate mission [6-8, 10]. The scientific requirements for Athena specify an angular resolution of five arc-seconds Half-Energy Width (HEW), and an energy-dependent effective area of up to 1.5 m² [3-5]. All research and development effort to date has focused on achieving these goals.

SPO are being developed by a consortium of industrial partners which is coordinated by cosine and led by ESA. In 2007, Micronit B.V. joined the consortium and continued the process development of manufacturing silicon mirror plates for Athena. In 2016, Teledyne e2v joined the consortium to increase manufacturing capacity. Both partners are implementing numerous process innovations in order to improve the quality of SPO plates while also reducing manufacturing cost.

In Figure 1, the process flow for production of SPO plates is depicted. The production of SPO plates consists of dicing 300 mm wafers into rectangular plates, ribbing the plates to create grooves along the optical axis and wedging the plates to create a thickness taper along the optical axis. After wedge manufacturing, a final processing step is necessary to boost the reflectivity of SPO mirror plates. Coating layer combinations of high-Z and low-Z materials like iridium with silicon boron carbide, silicon carbide or carbon for the high and low-energy photons of Athena are suitable materials for obtaining the required X-ray reflectivity [21]. Patterning of the metal layer is needed to ensure bondability of the silicon mirror plates during the stack production process. Standard photolithographic techniques as applied in semiconductor industry are used to protect the bonding area of the mirror plates against metal deposition. After metal layer deposition, the excess metal which is coated in the bonding areas, can be removed by a lift-off process. As a last process step before stack production, SPO plates are cleaned using SC-1.

![12” Si wafers](image1) ![Dicing & Ribbing](image2) ![Wedging & Coating](image3)

Figure 1. Overview of process flow for production of SPO mirror plates.

2. PLATE GEOMETRY DEVELOPMENTS TOWARDS ATHENA PERFORMANCE GOALS

During the current ongoing study phase B1, Athena’s optics are being developed for a radial span from 250 mm up to 1500 mm (see Figure 2). We develop and test SPO at those two radii and in addition also at a middle radius of 737 mm. Each radius demonstrates different aspects of the optics, from very long (110 mm) and narrow (50 mm) mirror plates at the innermost radius, to very short (20 mm), but wide (102 mm) plates of the outer mirror modules. The differences in aspect ratios bring an additional challenge for producing SPO plates, as those affect plate production throughput, yield and therefore price. In addition to those three existing plate types, we are now developing a new SPO plate type which is representative of the row-8 of the latest Athena flight optics reference design with its 15 rings. The plan is to develop, to produce and to qualify row-8 optics in time to demonstrate a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of five for the SPO technology for the Mission Adoption Review (MAR).
We have started to develop row-8 SPO plates with wider pores of about 2.2 mm and a thinner membrane thickness of about 0.11 mm in order to increase the effective area and reduce off-axis vignetting while keeping the impact on the angular resolution of the optics minimal. The process of making SPO plates with larger pores bears risks in terms of yield and price. The ribbing process of SPO plates is especially critical as large amounts of silicon material get removed mechanically. This creates stress inside of the silicon which can lead to cracking/breaking of the material. The investigations on varying pore width and height and the impact on the performance of the optics are ongoing.

The photographs in Figure 3 show the outer radius (top) and inner radius (bottom right) SPO plates with larger pores. A prototype of the new row-8 mirror plate type is shown in the bottom left photograph in Figure 3. Many different production process changes needed to be considered for this new SPO plate type. We developed new wafer layouts, ribbing and dicing programs, wet-processing carriers, masks for photolithography, transport carriers, coating carriers, new stacking equipment and updated various procedures for all the different production process steps.

Micronit B.V. has already produced about 600 row-8 SPO plates and increased the production yield to about 90%. Besides further improving quality and yield, we are working on ways to increase production throughput with the given equipment in preparation for Athena flight production.

In the past, Micronit B.V. has been using a reflectometer shown in the left photograph in Figure 4 to assess the SiO₂ wedge quality on the reflective side of an SPO plate. The setup had an increased downtime due to its age and as such was a risk in terms of production stability. Based on a Total Thickness Variation (TTV) measurement system that cosine has available, which can measure both sides of SPO plates to determine the absolute wedge thickness, a dedicated and fully automated measurement setup has now been implemented also at Micronit B.V. This setup enables further improvements to be made in terms of yield, throughput and wedge quality and thereby improves the optical resolution of the Athena mirror. With this system, the wedge profiles on the reflective side of the plate, as well as on the ribbed side of the plate can be measured (rib side measurements were not possible with the previous system because of its larger focal...
spot), in order to ensure that the total wedge applied to the plate is within specifications. Until April 2020 the ribbed side was only measured at cosine, leading to a longer time feeding a wedge correction value back to Micronit B.V.

With the now implemented ribbed and reflective side SiO$_2$ thickness measurements, Micronit B.V. can account for the difference in wedge angle between ribbed and reflective side and is since then able to produce SPO plates with a more accurate wedge angle. The residual error is less than three percent. The SPO plates produced with the new TTV measurement system show a significant improvement in wedge angle accuracy compared to previously produced SPO plates. The left and right graphs in Figure 5 shows wedge angles of produced SPO plates characterized with Micronit’s previous reflectometer and their new TTV measurement system, respectively. The mean deviation is reduced from 3.1% to 0.4%. As next steps, Micronit B.V. is going to further improve the wedge angle accuracy through plate production statistics and basic process control using their newly implemented TTV measurement system.

The accuracy of the wedge in SPO plates is crucial for the resolution of the optics [20]. As a next improvement step, we have started to investigate Ion beam figuring (IBF) as a candidate to replace the wet-chemical wedge processing and to further improve the wedge accuracy. With first trials and as a proof of concept, we were already able to achieve with IBF the same accuracy of the wedge as with wet-chemical processing. IBF wedge processing has the potential of producing an even more accurate wedge because of its high process stability. The main advantages of using IBF compared to wet-chemical wedge processing are to reduce recurring cost and complexity of the SPO plate production process by performing processing on wafer level instead of on plate level and having the following benefits for angular resolution and effective area.

- Potential to create more accurate (<1%) wedge than with wet-chemical processing (<3%)
- Possible to further reduce initial TTV of silicon to <<200 nm

Figure 4. (left) Micronit’s previous reflectometer. (right) Micronit’s new TTV measurement system, a copy of the system cosine is using for characterization of SPO plates.

Figure 5. Wedge angle for the SiO2 layers of a series of SPO plates. The dotted line indicates the nominal value, the light gray and dark gray areas bound the 3% and 1% deviation from nominal value, respectively. The left graph presents wedge angles of produced SPO plates characterized with Micronit’s previous reflectometer in 2019 and the right graph wedge angles of produced SPO plates characterized with their new TTV measurement setup in 2020.
• Reduced variability in the value of the wedge, and smaller performance degradation with the number of stacked SPO plates

• Enables possibility of 0/+2 wedge configuration where the SPO plates in the primary stack of an optical unit have no wedge and the SPO plates in the secondary stack a double wedge of 6.68 arc-seconds. This configuration increases the effective area of the Athena optic by up to 10% compared to the current -1/+1 wedge configuration baseline.

In November 2020, cosine ordered a fully automated 300 mm IBF system. A rendered drawing of the system is shown in Figure 6. The plan is to have the system installed before the end of 2021 and operational for IBF wedge processing of SPO plates at the beginning of 2022.

![Automated loader for 300 mm wafer cassettes (2x 25 pcs)](image)

Figure 6. (Left) Ion beam inside of the processing chamber. (Right) Rendered drawing of a 300 mm IBF system.

3. PREPARATION FOR FLIGHT/MASS PRODUCTION

For the Athena flight production about 150,000 mirror plates will need to be processed, of which about 90,000 will end up in the flight model. All production equipment will need to be reliable and stable enough for a throughput of about 320 SPO plates per day in order to produce two mirror modules per day, as required to meet the schedule of Athena. This means that in parallel to further improving performance and effective area of the optics, we are also working on demonstrating all mass production aspects, as required for the adoption of the Athena mission by ESA.

3.1 INCREASING THE PLATE PRODUCTION RATE

After producing the first inner, middle and outer radius SPO plates at Teledyne e2v in 2018, the need for a customized ribbing and dicing saw was highlighted. Ribbing and dicing is seen as a bottleneck process in plate manufacture from a throughput as well as cost perspective. In 2020, a dedicated SPO plates dicing and ribbing process has been implemented at Teledyne e2v. For this, the 300 mm fully automated dicing machine shown in the left picture in Figure 7 has been selected and installed in the clean room at Teledyne e2v.
The dicing machine has a dual spindle setup, meaning that it can hold two dicing blades at once (either for double the cutting speed, or for two types of operations in one run: ribbing and dicing). It can also run unmanned, as the wafer loading/unloading is done automatically by a robot. The operation flow of the machine is depicted in the right image in Figure 7.

The flat, reflective side of SPO plates is patterned with a low and high density composite material in order to increase the X-ray reflectivity. This patterning is realized by photolithography, where a photo-responsive polymer is selectively exposed through a photomask. To apply this photo-responsive polymer (photoresist), spin coating is traditionally used to obtain a coating of uniform thickness on top of round, flat wafers. Centrifugal forces ensure a uniform spread of a small volume applied to the center of the wafer. In contrast to traditional round wafers, SPO plates are radially asymmetric and have sharp (non-round) edges. This causes thickness non-uniformity issues and edge bead features when spin coating is used to apply the photoresist. The left picture in Figure 8 shows a 10 nm-thick iridium coated SPO plate after lift-off using a spin-coating process for photoresist deposition. The edge bead effect can clearly be observed along the edges of the plate. In addition, SPO plates cannot be immobilized as required for spin coating. Vacuum suction cannot be applied due to the rib structure and mechanical clamping introduces photoresist edge features/defects.

The most obvious and readily available solution is to use spray coating to apply photoresist onto SPO plates. By generating micrometer-sized droplets, the SPO plate surface is provided with a coating of uniform thickness independent of surface or plate shape. Moreover, spray coating is not dependent on centrifugal forces, so SPO plates would not need to be immobilized. The right photograph in Figure 8 shows an immaculately patterned 10 nm-thick iridium coated SPO plate after lift-off using a spray-coating process for photoresist deposition.

A dedicated industrial 300 mm spray coating machine is currently being commissioned at Micronit B.V. (see Figure 9). The machine will make it possible to produce photoresist spray-coated SPO plates in larger quantities of about 90 SPO...
plates for outer and middle radius and forty-five for inner radius per hour (compared to previously six SPO plates per hour). The throughput required for Athena flight production and they will also be of consistent quality. The bottom picture in Figure 9 shows the reflective side of a SPO plate with applied negative photoresist. The thickness uniformity of the photoresist has been characterized to better than five percent. No edge bead effect is visible.

![Figure 9](image_url). (Top left) New spraycoater installed inside of clean room at Micronit. (Top right) SPO plates on 300 mm wafer chuck inside of spraycoater. (Bottom) SPO plate spray coated with negative photoresist.

The currently used plate-packaging method (see left photograph in Figure 10) consists of wrapping individual SPO plates in a polyester cloth and encasing them in a membrane box. This method deteriorates the quality and yield of SPO plates after shipment, because the cloth leaves particles on the optical surface of SPO plates. The cloth also damages the surface and leaves behind residues. In addition, this method is not suitable for high-volume packaging and transport, because it is time consuming.

We designed, prototyped and produced a new packaging method to improve SPO plate quality, yield and SPO plate transport efficiency. This packaging design is based on a conventional and commercially available 200 mm shipment container. The geometry of the container is utilized to hold the SPO plate inserts in position as shown in the right photograph in Figure 10. The new packaging system is designed to minimize any possible contact of plates with other plates, limit contact with packaging material in general and limit plate handling time. We started to use this new packaging on small shipment quantities to collect sufficient information about its usability and plan to retire the membrane boxes before the end of 2021.
3.2 IMPROVING THE PLATE INCOMING INSPECTION

Currently, SPO plate inspection is performed manually by operators. As this way of inspection is not suitable for Athena flight production in terms of throughput and price, a dedicated fully automated so-called plate inspection bench (PIB) for incoming inspection of SPO plates is being developed to increase inspection speed and further reduce particulate contamination. The system is being set up beside cosine’s new fully automated wetbench inside of the clean room.

The PIB will feature automated unloading and loading of SPO plate containers including an identification code scanner and five possible inspection stations where the following are planned:

- Total thickness variation (TTV) measurements
- Dimensional measurements
- Particulate contamination measurements
- Bonding station

The automated handling of SPO plates is now being tested extensively in order to ensure minimal contamination during plate handling and reliable operation of this process step. First fully automated unloading and loading of SPO plates from and into a container respectively, has been performed successfully. We are planning to have the first version of the PIB including automated TTV measurements operational before the end of 2021. Additional inspection stations are being developed in parallel and will be added to the system in the course of 2022.

3.3 IMPROVING THE PLATE COATING PROCESS

The mirror plate coating process takes place at cosine using a high-throughput magnetron sputtering system [15]. It also features a plasma cleaning system [18]. This year, the coating machine has been upgraded with the following components. The upgraded system is shown in Figure 11.

- A third magnetron to enable deposition of low-Z materials. Now, three different materials can be sputtered: iridium (high-Z), chromium (adhesion and stress reduction) and either boron carbide, silicon carbide or carbon (low-Z). With this upgrade, we will also be able to deposit multilayer coatings on SPO plates.
- A bake-out system including heat shielding and a chiller in order to minimize residual water inside the vacuum chamber. This is crucial for achieving stoichiometric boron carbide.
- An additional turbo pump to lower base pressure and reduce pump-down time by a factor of two.

A dedicated activity is running together with the Danish Technical University (DTU) to streamline the coating mass production process. The first goal of a stable baseline for producing large quantities of clean and bondable iridium-coated SPO plates was achieved in June 2021 [16]. As a next step, we are proceeding with developing a stable low-Z material coating (material candidates: boron carbide, silicon carbide and carbon) on top of the patterned iridium-coated SPO plates with emphasis on it surviving all process steps involved in making SPO [19]. The plan is to achieve this goal before the end of 2021 so that development of multilayer coatings can commence at the beginning of 2022.
3.4 IMPROVING THE PLATE LIFT-OFF PROCESS

The cleaning of SPO plates prior to stacking has been industrialized and further automated. An industrial fully automated wetbench with handling robot has been installed and has been operational at cosine since the beginning of 2021 (see left photograph in Figure 12). This new wetbench also includes an industrial lift-off bath. During production, SPO plates loaded in cassettes are picked up by the handling robot (see right photograph in Figure 12), and are automatically run through lift-off processing and SC-1 cleaning. The system includes chemical concentration monitors for quality assurance purposes and to achieve a reproducible cleaning process.

Before implementing the industrial and automated lift-off bath in the production process, we were only able to lift-off 12 SPO plates in about 40 minutes using so-called lift-off containers and beakers. For Athena flight production, this wouldn’t have been a possibility as a full coating run of 350 outer radius SPO plates would take about 19 h of lift-off processing time. In addition to throughput, the risk of particle contamination on the reflective side of SPO plates due to sedimentation of lifted-off coating flakes in beakers is high. Therefore, a more cost-efficient alternative was to include a lift-off bath in the new wetbench such that the process of lift-off and SC-1 cleaning can be performed in one go. This dedicated lift-off bath increases throughput by a factor of four compared to the previously run manual lift-off process and reduces risk of contamination.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have summarized the current state-of-the-art in Silicon Pore Optics plate manufacturing technology. A customized dicing process is used to obtain ribbed square shaped SPO plates from 300 mm double-sided polished monocrystalline silicon wafers. New SPO plate types featuring larger pores are being developed and implemented in order to improve optical performance and increase effective area. Customized equipment is used to fabricate SPO plates of the correct geometry, and industry-standard wet-chemical processes to ensure bondable surfaces. In summary, a
process flow is being developed to manufacture stackable SPO mirror plates with accurate control of the wedge angle, which is suitable to meet the requirements of Athena. With this combination of standard wafer processes and standard equipment, it will be possible to manufacture the required ~150,000 SPO plates for Athena in a cost-effective way.

In view of further process improvements and Athena flight/mass production, ion beam figuring processing is being developed in order to further improve wedge accuracy and to reduce recurring cost and complexity of the SPO plate production process by performing processing on wafer level instead of on plate level. A dicing and ribbing process has been implemented at Teledyne e2v by installing a fully automated dicing machine in their clean room. For improving the photoresist deposition process and reducing edge bead effect, a spraycoater has been installed and is being commissioned at Micronit B.V. A dedicated so-called plate inspection bench is being developed to increase SPO plate inspection speed and improve particulate contamination. In addition, a new fully automated wetbench for industrial lift-off processing and SC-1 cleaning has been installed at cosine and has been implemented in SPO production operations. The coating machine has recently been upgraded with a third magnetron to enable the deposition of three different materials, a bake-out system to minimize residual water inside of the vacuum chamber and a second turbo pump to lower base pressure and reduce pump-down time. As part of a dedicated coating development activity, the goal of a stable baseline for producing large quantities of clean and bondable iridium-coated SPO plates has been achieved. As a next step, the development of low-Z material coating (material candidates: boron carbide, silicon carbide and carbon) on top of patterned iridium-coated SPO plates will commence in August 2021.
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